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American Democracy in an Age
of Rising Inequality
The Council of the American Political Science Association approved the appointment of a Task Force on Inequality and American
Democracy in the fall of 2002. A fifteen-member task force was convened in January 2003 and collectively worked during the
subsequent eighteen months to prepare extensive reviews of research on inequality and American democracy. (The research reviews
are available on the APSA Web site—as are materials for undergraduate and graduate teaching—http://www.apsanet.org/
inequality.) Based on three reviews, the task force prepared a short report, which forms the basis of the present text. It concludes that
progress toward realizing American ideals of democracy may have stalled—and in some arenas reversed. The task force’s work was
extensively and rigorously debated among its members, scrutinized by three distinguished independent peers, and reviewed by the
APSA Council. This report is ultimately the responsibility of its authors; no opinions, statements of fact, or conclusions should be
attributed to the American Political Science Association or to the Russell Sage Foundation, which provided some support to the task
force. The members of the task force are: Lawrence Jacobs (Chair, University of Minnesota), Ben Barber (University of Maryland),
Larry Bartels (Princeton University), Michael Dawson (Harvard University), Morris Fiorina (Stanford University), Jacob Hacker
(Yale University), Rodney Hero (Notre Dame University), Hugh Heclo (George Mason University), Claire Jean Kim (University of
California, Irvine), Suzanne Mettler (Syracuse University), Benjamin Page (Northwestern University), Dianne Pinderhughes (University of Illinois, Champagne–Urbana), Kay Lehman Schlozman (Boston College), Theda Skocpol (Harvard University), and
Sidney Verba (Harvard University).

Task Force on Inequality and American
Democracy
Equal political voice and democratically responsive government are cherished American ideals. Indeed, the United
States is vigorously promoting democracy abroad. Yet, what
is happening to democracy at home? Our country’s ideals
of equal citizenship and responsive government may be under
growing threat in an era of persistent and rising inequalities. Disparities of income, wealth, and access to opportunity are growing more sharply in the United States than in
many other nations, and gaps between races and ethnic
groups persist. Progress toward realizing American ideals of
democracy may have stalled, and in some arenas reversed.
We have reached this conclusion as members of the Task
Force on Inequality and American Democracy formed under
the auspices of the 14,000-member American Political Science Association (APSA). As one of several task forces formed
to enhance the public relevance of political science, ours
was charged to review and assess the best current scholarship about the health and functioning of U.S. democracy in
a time of rising inequality. We have surveyed the evidence
about three interlinked areas of concern and their consequences: citizen participation, government responsiveness,
and patterns of public-policy making. We have done our
work as experts, paying close attention to data and evidence
in all of their ambiguity.1 Yet we also speak as concerned
citizens of American democracy.
Generations of Americans have worked to equalize citizen voice across lines of income, race, and gender. Today,

however, the voices of American citizens are raised and heard
unequally. The privileged participate more than others and
are increasingly well organized to press their demands on
government. Public officials, in turn, are much more responsive to the privileged than to average citizens and the least
affluent. Citizens with low or moderate incomes speak with
a whisper that is lost on the ears of inattentive government,
while the advantaged roar with a clarity and consistency
that policy makers readily heed. The scourge of overt discrimination against African Americans and women has been
replaced by a more subtle but still potent threat—the growing concentration of the country’s wealth and income in
the hands of the few.
Equal rights, rising economic inequality, and
American democracy
American society has become both more and less egalitarian in recent decades. Following the civil rights revolution
of the 1950s and 1960s, racial segregation and exclusion
were no longer legally or socially acceptable. Whites and
African Americans began to participate together in schools
and colleges, the job market, and political and civic organizations. Gender barriers have also been breached since
the 1960s, with women now able to pursue most of the
same economic and political opportunities as men. Many
other previously marginalized groups have also gained rights
to full participation in American institutions and have begun
to demand—and to varying degrees enjoy—the dignity of
equal citizenship.2
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But as U.S. society has become more integrated across
barriers of race, ethnicity, gender, and other longstanding
forms of social exclusion, it has simultaneously suffered growing gaps of income and wealth. Gaps have grown not just
between the poor and the rest of society, but also between
privileged professionals, managers, and business owners on
the one hand, and the middle strata of regular white- and
blue-collar employees on the other hand. Many middleclass families are just barely staying afloat with two parents
working.3 And many African Americans, Latinos, and
women who head families find themselves losing ground.
There are signs of increased segregation by, for example,
income and race in public schools.4 Meanwhile, the rich
and the super-rich have become much more so—especially
since the mid-1970s. Indeed,
the richest 1 percent of Americans has pulled away from not
only the poor but also the middle class.
Rising economic inequality
has been documented by extensive research, using diverse
methodologies, which has analyzed authoritative government
and nongovernment data.5 Perfect income equality would
mean that each fifth or quintile of the population (arrayed
by income) would receive 20
percent of the country’s income.6 However, in 2001 the
most affluent fifth received 47.7
percent of family income; the
middle class (the third and
fourth fifths) earned 15.5 percent and 22.9 percent, respectively while the bottom two
quintiles each received less than
10 percent. (Twenty-one percent of family income went to
the top 5 percent.) Put simply,
the richest 20 percent obtained
nearly half of the country’s
income.
The highest earners, of course,
have always enjoyed a disproportionate hold over income. The
top quintile has enjoyed more
than 40 percent of income in the
United States since 1947. What
stands out over the past three
decades is the sharp and unmistakable increase in the concentration of income at the top.
Figure 1, which is based on U.S.
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census data, presents the rate of growth in average income
broken down by fifths for two historical periods—the quarter century after the Second World War (1947–73) and the
subsequent quarter century (1973–2000). In the immediate
postwar period, income growth was steady and comparable
across the income distribution: each fifth saw its income double or nearly double. In addition, the lowest fifth experienced somewhat faster income growth.
The pattern of income growth changed significantly, however, in the last quarter century. Members of the top fifth
saw their income increase by 61.6 percent, much faster than
any other part of the income distribution. Indeed, the top
5 percent grew even faster—87.5 percent. The bottom fifth
experienced the lowest rate of income growth in the same
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Figure 1
Growth in family income

period (10.3 percent). Even the middle income groups grew
at half or less the rate of the most affluent. As a result, from
1973 to 2000, income increased 51 percent faster in the top
fifth than the bottom fifth, while nearly the opposite had
occurred during the previous quarter century—income
increased 31 percent more slowly in the top fifth compared
to the bottom fifth from 1947 to 1973.
Even as the distribution of income has moved rapidly
to the top, the most affluent have attained a larger slice
of the country’s wealth (as defined by stock holdings,
mutual funds, retirement savings, ownership of property,
and other assets). Table 1 is based on the Federal Reserve
Board’s 1998 Survey of Consumer Finances and shows the
distribution of household income and net worth (i.e., total
family assets minus liabilities, such as mortgages and other
forms of debt). The top 1 percent of households drew 16.6
percent of all income but commanded more than double
this proportion of the country’s wealth (38.1 percent).
By contrast, the supermajority of the country—the bottom

90 percent of households—
earned the majority of household income (58.8 percent) but
controlled only 29 percent of
the country’s wealth.7 The
tilted distribution of wealth in
1998 reflects a change. From
1979 to 2000, the share of
income paid out in wages and
benefits declined, while the portion tied to capital income
rose—a unique development in
post–World War II America.
Disparities in wealth and
income have increased faster in
the United States than in Canada, France, Germany, Italy, and
nearly all other advanced industrial democracies. Many kinds
of statistics could be cited to
document this state. Figure 2
compares income trends for
American families with those
of British and French families.
The proportion of income accruing to the top one-tenth of a
percent of families ran along parallel tracks for much of the twentieth century. All three countries
reduced inequality from the end
of World War I until the 1960s.
But the United States, from the
mid-1970s on, rapidly diverged
from its two allies in this respect.
By 1998 the share of income
accruing to the very rich was two
or three times higher in the United States than in Britain
and France.
Disparities are particularly striking when it comes to race.
Since the civil rights era, the absolute levels of income and
wealth enjoyed by African Americans and Hispanics have
risen, but income and especially wealth remain far behind
levels for white America. Living conditions, too, remain
tenuous for the black middle class and continue to lag far
behind. And, of course, the quality of life for African Americans below the middle class is even more precarious.
The absolute economic circumstances of minorities have
improved. The civil rights movement and the challenges to
overt discrimination made important contributions to these
improvements. Nonetheless, gaps remain. The median white
household earned 62 percent more income and possessed
twelve times more wealth than the median black household; nearly two-thirds of black households (61 percent)
and half of Hispanic households have no net worth, while
only a quarter of white Americans are in this predicament.
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transformations in family life, and market forces that promote global integration.9 We leave it to others to pinpoint
the precise economic and social changes that explain the
rise in economic inequality. Many nations have faced the
Distribution of
Distribution of
household income
net worth
same changes as the United States; comparative research,
(percent)
(percent)
however, indicates that the policies pursued by various governments matter. Regulations, tax policy, and social proAll
100.0%
100.0%
Top 1%
16.0%
38.1%
grams, for example, have been successfully used elsewhere
Bottom 90%
58.5%
29.0%
to buffer market-generated increases in socioeconomic
inequalities.10 Policies pursued—or not pursued—help to
Note: Net worth is the sum of all of a family’s assets—checking
and savings accounts, property ownership, stock holdings, retireexplain sharper socioeconomic disparities in the United States
ment funds and other assets—minus all of the family’s liabilities—
compared to nearly all other advanced industrialized
debt owed for credit cards and loans for college, property, and
countries.
other purchases.
How concerned should we be about persistent and rising
Source: Federal Reserve Board Survey of Consumer Finances;
socioeconomic inequalities? According to opinion surveys,
Analysis in Mishel, Bernstein, and Boushey 2003, 279.
Americans accept considerable disparities of income and
wealth—much more than their European counterparts do.11
Even young, married, black couples in which both adults
Unequal economic outcomes are seen as largely reflecting
work—the shining beacons of progress toward racial
differences among individuals rather than flaws in the ecoequality—still earn 20 percent less income than their white
nomic system. Americans support private property and free
counterparts and possess a staggering 80 percent less net
enterprise, and see much of the skewed distribution of wealth
worth. (These figures are based on an all-too-infrequent
and income as a legitimate result of differences in individsurvey and analysis of income and wealth among African
ual talent and effort.
Americans from 1987 to 1989, though the results are conAmericans accept economic inequalities only when they
firmed by recent analysis of more contemporary data, includare sure that everyone has an equal chance to get ahead.
ing some from 1999.) 8
Research shows that upward mobility remains an avenue of
Economic inequalities in the United States result from a
advancement for some Americans. But the number of Amervariety of causes—including developments in technology,
icans who are able to enjoy the fruits of upward mobility
does not come close to offsetting the rise in economic disFigure 2
parities among the many.12 The
Top 0.1 percent income shares in the United States, France, and the United
evidence demonstrates that ecoKingdom, 1913–98
nomic opportunity and upward
mobility are declining, challenging a core precept of the American dream.
Even more clearly, Americans celebrate and expect equal
democratic rights. Americans
fervently believe that everyone
should have an equal say in our
democratic politics and what
government does. They embrace
the ideal enunciated by the
Declaration of Independence
that “all men are created equal,”
which in our time is taken to
mean that every citizen—
regardless of income, gender,
race, and ethnicity—should
have an equal voice in representative government.
According to the National
Elections Studies (NES) and
other evidence, Americans are
Table 1
Distribution of income and wealth, 1998
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increasingly worried about disparities of participation, voice,
and government responsiveness.13 Citizens are much less
likely than they were four decades ago to trust government
to “do the right thing.” Between 1964 and 1994 the proportion of Americans who only trusted the federal government “some” or “none of the time” more than tripled from
22 percent to 78 percent. Although the terrorist attacks on
September 11 precipitated a decline in distrust to 46 percent in NES 2002 data, an October 2003 Gallup survey
found that distrust had increased to 61 percent. The proportion of Americans who felt that the government is “run
by a few big interests looking out only for themselves” more
than doubled from 29 percent in 1964 to 76 percent in
1994 before declining to 50 percent in 2002 following the
9/11 attacks (still nearly double the 1964 level). In addition, the number who believed that “public officials don’t
care about what people like me think” grew from 36 percent in 1964 to 66 percent in 1994. While NES recorded a
drop to 29 percent in 2002 after the 9/11 attacks, the suspicion that government officials “don’t care” rebounded to
62 percent according to a June 2003 Princeton Survey
Research poll. Surveys in 1995 and 2000 found that more
than 6 in 10 respondents cited too much influence by special interests as a reason for not trusting government.14
The evidence our task force has compiled suggests that
our fellow citizens are right to be concerned about the health
of our democracy. We find disturbing inequalities in the
political voice expressed through elections and other avenues of participation. We find that our governing institutions are much more responsive to the privileged than to
other Americans. And we find that the policies fashioned
by our government today may be doing less than celebrated
programs of the past to promote equal opportunity and
security, and to enhance citizen dignity and participation.
Indeed, trends in all three areas—citizen voice, government
decision making, and public policy—may together be amplifying the influence of the few and promoting government
unresponsiveness to the values and needs of the many. Such
a negative spiral can, in turn, prompt Americans to become
increasingly discouraged about the effectiveness of democratic governance, spreading cynicism and withdrawal from
elections and other arenas of public life.

Unequal Voices
Only some Americans fully exercise their rights as citizens,
and they usually come from the more advantaged segments
of society. Those who enjoy higher incomes, more occupational success, and the highest levels of formal education
are the ones most likely to participate in politics and make
their needs and values known to government officials.
Our review of research on inequality and political participation as well as other components of American political life demonstrates an extraordinary association between
economic and political inequality. The more daunting chal-

Figure 3
Percentage active in various political activities:
High- and low-income groups

lenge is to define precisely the relationships between the
two. At this point, there is no consistent evidence of simple paths from rising economic inequality to political and
policy developments. There is, however, ample research
suggesting complex interrelationships between increased
economic inequality and changes in American institutions, political behavior, and public policy. As we suggest
below, there is an urgent need for research that analyzes
these interconnections.
The half of Americans who vote
Voting is the most obvious means for Americans to exercise
their rights of citizenship, yet only a third of eligible voters
participate in midterm congressional elections and only about
half turn out for today’s presidential elections. Even voters
in presidential elections tend to be from the ranks of the
most advantaged Americans. Figure 3, based on a national
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survey of Americans in 1990, compares the political activity of two income groups (each of which constituted roughly
one-fifth of the sample)—those having family incomes below
$15,000 and those at the top of the income ladder, with
family incomes over $75,000. Nearly 9 out of 10 individuals in families with incomes over $75,000 reported voting
in presidential elections while only half of those in families
with incomes under $15,000 reported voting. (This pattern of stratification has also been documented in a variety
of analyses, including those based on census data and validated votes.)15
We should be surprised that the turnout of eligible voters
is so low and uneven in the United States at the beginning
of the twenty-first century. Turnout declined in the 1960s
and has not rebounded since, even though African Americans in the South were brought into the electorate through
the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and even though voting has
been simplified through a number of legal reforms—from
easing residency requirements to making it easier to register
and acquire an absentee ballot. Educational levels have also
increased, and education cultivates skills and values that
encourage voting. If increasing numbers of Americans had
not received more education in recent times, the decline in
voting might have been even sharper.
Although electoral participation ticks up somewhat when
contests are closely fought and parties make extra efforts to
mobilize voters, a number of ongoing trends discourage
voting and reinforce inequalities in voter turnout. Rising
economic inequality may discourage less privileged voters.16 And part of the decline in voting since the early 1970s
results from laws in many states that forbid former (as well
as current) prisoners from voting, sometimes for their entire
lives. Millions of Americans, especially minority men, have
been excluded from basic participation in our democracy
by such laws.17 The selective outreach of the Democratic
and Republican parties contributes to the stratification of
voting, as we discuss below.
In sum, less advantaged Americans vote less because they
lack the skills, motivation, and networks that the betteradvantaged acquire through formal education and occupational advancement.
Beyond voting
Low and unequal voting is sobering in part because casting
a ballot is America’s most widespread form of political participation. Many fewer than half of the Americans who vote
in presidential elections take part in more time-consuming
and costly political activities, such as making financial contributions to candidates, working in electoral campaigns,
contacting public officials, getting involved in organizations that take political stands, and demonstrating for or
against political causes.
Campaign contributors are the least representative group
of citizens. Only 12 percent of American households had
656 Perspectives on Politics

incomes over $100,000 in 2000, but a whopping 95 percent of the donors who made substantial contributions were
in these most affluent households.18 Figure 3 shows that 56
percent of those with incomes of at least $75,000 reported
making some form of campaign contribution, compared
with a mere 6 percent among Americans with incomes under
$15,000. Contributing money to politicians is a form of
citizen activity that is, in practical terms, reserved for a
select group of Americans. As wealth and income have
become more concentrated and the flow of money into
elections has grown, campaign contributions give the affluent a means to express their choices that is unavailable to
most citizens, thus further aggravating inequalities of political voice.
Exercising the rights of citizenship requires resources and
skills, which privileged occupations disproportionately
bestow on the economically well-off. Managers, lawyers,
doctors, and other professionals enjoy not only higher education and salaries, but also greater confidence and skills to
speak and organize than do individuals who sweep floors,
clean bedpans, or collect garbage. These disparities in
resources and skills are evident in a host of political activities, as shown in figure 3.
• Nearly three-quarters of the well-off are affiliated with
an organization that takes political stands (like the
AARP or advocacy groups) as compared with only 29
percent of the least affluent.
• Half of the affluent contact public officials, as compared with only 25 percent of those with low incomes.
• Thirty-eight percent of the well-off participate in informal efforts to solve community problems, compared with
only 13 percent of those in the lowest income groups.
• Even protesting, which might appear to demand little
in the way of skills or money and is often thought of as
“the weapon of the weak,” is more prevalent among
the affluent. Seven percent of the better-off protest to
promote such causes as abortion rights or environmentalism, compared with 3 percent among the poor.
Some argue that the Internet will be a democratizing
force because it heralds a new frontier of virtual participation and new forms of citizen-to-citizen communication.
The Internet, however, appears to be reinforcing existing
inequalities because it is disproportionately accessible
to—and used by—the affluent, non-Hispanic whites, and
the highly educated.19 Using the Internet to participate in
politics generally entails knowing in advance that one wants
political information, or that one wants to enter a discussion or to make a monetary contribution. People who are
ambivalent about politics or not already involved may not
be drawn in simply by the availability of the Internet. In
short, the Internet may “activate the active” and widen the
disparities between participants and the politically
disengaged.

Interest groups for the well-off
than relying on trade associations and lobbyists-for-hire to
dominate Washington
manage their political affairs.
Citizens express preferences not just by individual acts, but
In short, the number of interest groups has grown, and
also through the organized groups they support. Today there
they have become more diverse; many formerly marginalare many more voluntary associations and interest-group
ized Americans have gained some voice in public debates.
organizations than in the past. In the 2001 Washington
Yet the dominance of the advantaged has solidified, and
Representatives—a publication identifying individuals, firms,
their capacities to speak loudly and clearly to government
and organizations registered as lobbyists—organizations that
officials have been enhanced.
begin with the word “American” alone numbered more than
600.20
Contemporary political parties
Over the past four decades, Americans have organized a
exacerbate inequalities
broader array of interest groups than ever before. Among
Most interest groups are the instrument of the few who
these are watchdogs for the previously unorganized—for
want to press for particular benefits. Political parties, on the
example, poor children, gays, and the disabled. Many new
other hand, are the vehicle for reaching and mobilizing the
groups have also formed to expand the representation of
broad public. Indeed, the United States invented political
consumers, women, environmentalists, and African Amerparties in the nineteenth century in order to mobilize ordiicans and ethnic minorities. All of this organizing amounts
nary citizens and succeeded in ushering in a far higher proto an enrichment and enlargement of U.S. democracy.21
portion of eligible voters to the polls than go today. The
But even as the number of organizations speaking for underproblem today is that this mechanism for a broad and inclurepresented interests and preferences has grown, corporate
sive democracy caters to some of the same narrow segments
managers and professionals have also increased their sway
of American society that also disproportionately deploy interfor a number of reasons.
est groups on their behalf. Advantage begets additional
First, since the 1970s, the proportion of the work force
advantage.
that is unionized fell by about half to 12.9 percent, due
Both of the major political parties intensify the skewed
to the decline of unionization in the private sector (where
participation in U.S. politics by targeting many of their
only 8.2 percent are currently unionized).22 Blueresources on recruiting those who are already the most privcollar trade unions have experienced an especially sharp
ileged and involved.26 Democrats and Republicans alike
decline. A larger and growing proportion of higherhave become highly dependent on campaign contributors
educated Americans belong to professional societies,
and activists and have become accustomed to competing
compared with those with less education, who belong to
for just over half of a shrinking universe of voters. What is
trade unions.23 Put simply, the already privileged are
more, political parties ignore parts of the electorate that
better organized through occupational associations than
have not turned out at high rates in past elections; the
the less privileged are through unions. Second, contemmajor parties have both become less likely to personally
porary advocacy groups that focus on social rights or
contact large numbers of less privileged and less active
public values (such as environmentalism or the family)
citizens—even though research tells us that personal contend to be professionally run and focus on appealing
tact is important in encouraging citizens to vote.27 Table 2,
to more affluent and educated supporters rather than on
based on a national survey in 1990, shows that in terms of
mobilizing large memberships.24 Finally, corporations
average family income individuals who identify with and
and professions have created a new generation of political
regularly vote for the Democratic Party are substantially
organizations since the early
1970s in response to the rise
of citizen organizations, global
competition, and developments
Table 2
within American business.25
Party mobilization for political activity: Who is asked?
This change reflects, in part,
Average family income of
a massive mobilization into
All respondents
$40,300
politics of advantaged groups
Republicans
Democrats
that had not previously been
Party identifiers
$45,400
$36,900
active in Washington. It also
Regular voters
$48,000
$38,500
reflects the decision of many
Those
asked
to
work
in
a
campaign
existing corporate and profesby a fellow partisan
$51,700
$49,800
sional organizations to expand
Those asked to contribute to a
their political efforts, often by
campaign by a fellow partisan
$56,700
$54,700
establishing an independent
Source: 1990 Citizen Participation Study. See Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 1999, 453.
office in Washington rather
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less affluent than their Republican counterparts. Just as striking, however, both parties seek campaign workers and campaign contributors among their more affluent adherents.
The uneven playing field
Disparities in participation mean that the concerns of loweror moderate-income Americans, racial and ethnic minorities, and legal immigrants are systematically less likely to be
heard by government officials. In contrast, the interests and
preferences of the better-off are conveyed with clarity, consistency, and forcefulness.
Unequal political voice matters because the advantaged
convey very different messages to government officials than
do the rest of the citizenry. For example, Americans who
participate in politics are much less likely than many of
their fellow citizens to have known the necessity of having
to work extra hours to get by. The privileged are unlikely
to have delayed medical treatment for economic reasons or
cut back on their spending for food or their children’s
education. Those Americans who would be most likely to
raise issues about basic opportunities and needs—from
escaping poverty to securing jobs, education, health care,
and housing—tend to be the least likely to participate in
politics. The less advantaged are so absent from discussions in Washington that government officials are likely to
hear about their concerns, if at all, from privileged advocates who try to speak for them.28
Political voice is also unequal because Americans who are
very active in politics often have more intense or extreme
views than average citizens. They tend, for instance, to identify themselves as far more conservative or liberal. The most
loyal partisans and fringe activists have become more prominent in U.S. politics in recent times with the erosion of
such mass mobilizing organizations as voluntary associations and unions, a development that may have significant
consequences for American governance. The intense and
unrelenting expressions of “extremists” (combined with the
proliferation of interest groups speaking for specialized constituencies) make it harder for government to work out
compromises or to respond to average citizens, who may
have more middle-of-the-road opinions about a range of
important matters, from abortion to tax cuts.29

How Government Responds
Generations of reformers have understood a simple truth:
What government officials hear influences what they do.
What citizens do or don’t do in politics affects what happens in the halls of government. Because government officials today hear more clearly and more often from privileged
and highly active citizens, policy makers are less likely to
respond readily to the concerns of the majority. The skew
in political participation toward the advantaged increases
the probability of policies that tilt toward maintaining the
658 Perspectives on Politics

status quo and continue to reward the organized and already
well-off.
Money buys attention
Today politicians are not usually directly bribed by political
contributors or moneyed interests. Research does not support the idea that specific votes in Congress are directly
determined by campaign contributions.30 What wealthy citizens and moneyed interests do gain from their big contributions is influence over who runs for office and a hearing
from politicians and government officials.
Money is the oxygen of today’s elections, given the reliance of candidates on high-priced consultants and expensive media advertisements.31 Big contributors have the power
to discourage or perhaps suffocate unfriendly candidates by
denying them early or consistent funding. After the election, moreover, government officials need information to
do their jobs, and research shows that big contributors earn
the privilege of meeting regularly with policy makers in
their offices. Money buys the opportunity to present selfserving information or raise some problems for attention
rather than others.
Generous contributors also attend countless rounds of
fund-raisers. They build relationships with government officials who can undertake helpful, low-profile actions—
inserting a rider into an omnibus bill, expediting the
scheduling of a bill that has been languishing in committee,
or making sure that threatening regulatory legislation receives
minimal funding for implementation. Equally important,
legislators can decide to pay more attention to the kinds of
concerns that big contributors press forward, such as requests
for a narrowly targeted subsidy, tax cut, or regulatory exemption, than to problems of broader democratic import.
Congress favors the organized
Recent changes in how Congress designs legislation reinforce
and expand the advantages of the organized. Government
money to fund projects—from building highways and waterways to constructing buildings—has long been allocated to
well-organized and vocal groups with connections inside
Washington. A century ago, the reforms of the Progressive
Era aimed to end machine politics that doled out government funds, or “pork,” in exchange for votes and campaign
contributions. Civil service exams, government oversight,
and a more watchful press put a stop to the crudest forms of
corruption. But the best-organized still feast on discretionary government spending because members of Congress
remain convinced that pork produces votes and campaign
contributors.
New developments within Congress have more finely
targeted government largess to narrow factions. As the
two parties have polarized into increasingly warring tribes,
the majority party in Congress has funneled greater
proportions of defense contracts, transportation funding,

appropriation earmarks for higher-education institutions,
and other programs to the districts of fellow partisans.
Members of Congress have further directed government
funds coming into their districts to specific geographic
areas that vote at higher rates and provide their greatest
support.32
Party controls over the redrawing of the districts from
which members of state legislatures and the House of
Representatives are elected are also making government
less responsive to average citizens. In an age of advanced
information technology, it is possible for party strategists
working through state legislatures to pick, in essence, the
precise set of voters who will send members to state legislatures and Congress. Redistricting is happening more often
now than every 10 years after the census. Artificial districts
with very peculiar boundaries are becoming the norm,
creating seats safe from electoral competition for Democrats and Republicans alike.33 Legislators are picking voters, rather than the other way around. This situation furthers
partisan polarization in our legislatures and makes representatives less responsive to large numbers of Americans
with middle-of-the-road views. Economic inequality did
not cause these political developments but it has interacted with institutional and organizational changes in
ways that augment the influence of the affluent and
better-organized.

when their preferences diverge substantially from the preferences of the poor. The rich generally win “class warfare”
in government offices.
Business and other elites also exert far more influence
than the general public on U.S. foreign policy, which not
only guides the country’s diplomatic and defense affairs but
also affects domestic economic conditions through decisions on trade and the protection and promotion of American jobs and businesses.37 The views of interest groups—
and especially business leaders—closely corresponded to the
foreign policy views of government officials from 1974 to
2002. The preferences of ordinary citizens had very little
discernible impact.
Even the recent rise of “public interest” citizen associations has not significantly corrected the bias of the system
toward the more privileged. Professionally run advocacy
groups, such as environmental or consumer groups, have
developed the capacity to go head-to-head with business
groups in gaining publicity in the national media and shaping agendas of congressional debate. This means that concerns important to many Americans can receive a strong
hearing in the national media and in Washington, DC. But
research also shows that, as professional advocacy groups
speaking for broad public concerns have gained influence,
they have become less likely to champion bread-and-butter
issues of less privileged Americans.38

Who gets the policies they want?
Skewed participation among citizens and the targeting of
government resources to partisans and the well-organized
ensure that government officials disproportionately respond
to business, the wealthy, and the organized when they design
America’s domestic and foreign policies.34
Recent research strikingly documents that the votes of
U.S. senators are far more influenced by the policy preferences of each senator’s rich constituents than by the preferences of the senator’s less privileged constituents.35 In
particular, income-weighted preferences were much more
influential than simple averages of state opinion, especially
for Republican senators. Constituents at the 75th percentile of the income distribution had almost three times as
much influence as those at the 25th percentile on their
senators’ general voting patterns, and even more disproportional influence on specific salient roll call votes on the
minimum wage, civil rights, government spending, and abortion. The preferences of constituents in the bottom fifth of
the income distribution had little or no effect on their senators’ votes.
The bias in government responsiveness toward the affluent is evident not only in Congress but also in national
government policy more generally. Government officials who
design policy changes are more than twice as responsive to
the preferences of the rich as to the preferences of the least
affluent.36 The rich have even greater leverage, moreover,

Missed Opportunities for Democratic
Government
What government does not do is just as important as what it
does.39 It is difficult, however, to pin down the effect of disparities of influence on what government fails to do.Through
much of U.S. history, our government has responded to the
life circumstances of ordinary citizens by enacting major policies to spread opportunities and provide security to millions
of individuals and families. Numerous studies by scholars and
independent researchers document that public education,
Social Security and Medicare, the GI Bill, home-mortgage
programs, and many other efforts have enhanced the quality
of life for millions of regular Americans.
These broadly inclusive government programs have also
encouraged ordinary citizens to become more active participants in our democracy. The United States pioneered schooling for all and has spent as much as or more than many
advanced industrialized countries on it since the 1800s.
Promotion of education has helped to open the door to
opportunity for students who work hard, to propel the
country’s economy, and to lower economic disparities. It
has also boosted participation in volunteer organizations
and democratic life. The GI Bill extended generous assistance to attend universities, community colleges, and vocational schools for millions of veterans of World War II and
the Korean War.40 Since the 1970s, federal programs like
Pell Grants and state initiatives have allowed millions of
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lower- and middle-income students to pursue post-secondary
schooling.
Similarly, Social Security, which provides protection
against low income in retirement to employees who contribute to the system, has helped to foster an extraordinary
level of participation by the elderly in the electoral process
and civic life. Social Security has encouraged participation
by low- and moderate-income seniors, which means that
the elderly are less subject to the skew in favor of the affluent and better-educated that generally characterizes political participation in the United States.41
America can boast, then, of a distinguished track record
of government programs that have not only enhanced opportunity and security for the many, but also promoted democracy by expanding political voice.
But what are the equivalents of such broadly responsive
programs today? The educational and training benefits for
America’s all-volunteer military are modest compared with
those in the original GI Bill and, consequently, they have
been less effective in boosting the schooling of veterans to
the level of nonveterans.42 Moreover, rising tuition, the
declining value of individual Pell Grants, and state budget
cuts have made higher education less affordable to nonveterans at a time when its economic value has risen and its
contribution to counteracting the bias in political participation is invaluable.43
While Social Security protects and engages seniors, few
government programs ensure opportunity and security and
encourage political engagement for Americans who are not
elderly. This situation reinforces the preoccupation of political leaders with improving the programs of the aged rather
than assisting young and old alike. The fact that nonelderly
Americans are less engaged in politics than the elderly makes
it less likely that our government will adequately address
the many challenges faced by working-age adults and their
children—access to affordable health care, paying for higher
education, and finding ways to care for family members
when parents must work full-time. Judging from public
opinion surveys, large majorities of Americans would like
our government to find ways to support citizens of all ages
as they face old and new challenges. Our government, however, is too often failing to respond.
New barriers to equal citizenship
One of the great stories of the past century in the United
States has been the reduction of overt discrimination that
once excluded millions of Americans from the core of political, economic, and social life. Women gained the right to
vote and the right to run for office alongside men. Popular
struggles by African Americans culminated in the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, which outlawed racial discrimination in public accommodations, prohibited federal funding of educational institutions if they discriminated, and forbade racial
and gender discrimination by employers and unions. Another
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landmark was the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which cleared
the way for all African Americans to vote.
America’s extension of basic citizenship rights expanded
the political participation of minorities and women and
improved their living conditions. Public opinion toward
African Americans and other minorities experienced a
remarkable shift: while only 45 percent of Americans agreed
in 1944 that “Negroes should have as good a chance as
white people to get any kind of job,” a near-unanimous 97
percent espoused this view only three decades later.44 Indicators point to real improvements in the lowly economic
circumstances of minorities. African American men have
moved into the highest-income categories at an impressive
rate over the last few decades; and the number of women in
managerial and professional jobs rose impressively, as did
their wages.45 On the political front, the gap in voter turnout between African Americans and whites has narrowed.
Yet the historic accomplishments of the 1960s “rights
revolution” may now be jeopardized by continuing economic and political inequalities. The sustained reduction of
overt discrimination has been countered by inconsistent
improvements in income equality since the early 1970s,
which are undermining the trend toward greater economic
progress and political inclusion of many African Americans, Latinos, and women, even as they also threaten equal
opportunity and citizenship for many white men. The country and, especially, African Americans have been particularly influenced by the increasing concentration of wealth
after 1980 and slower income growth since the 1970s. During the 1980s, the wage gap between African Americans
and whites returned to levels last seen in the 1950s.46
There were significant economic improvements in the
1990s. Minorities saw their absolute economic positions get
better. The progress of the 1990s did not, however, close the
income gap between whites and other racial and ethnic
groups.47 It will be essential therefore to monitor the nation’s
economic conditions carefully. At stake is continued economic progress for many minorities, who remain disproportionately unemployed or in lower-wage jobs. The story of
minorities since 1970 is complex but ultimately sobering: the
economic circumstances of racial and ethnic minorities have
improved in absolute terms, even as many members of minorities have fallen further behind white America.
As the relative economic conditions for many in the ranks
of America’s minorities have stagnated, improvements in
minority participation and political influence have also faced
challenges. The political playing field remains highly unequal,
and the immediate gains of the rights revolution have not
yielded sustained equalization of political voice. Four decades
after the rights revolution, racial and gender inequalities
continue to hamper educational attainment, employment
prospects, income, and other factors critical to the distribution of the skills and resources that generate political participation. Some believe that the constraints caused by
economic disparities have been exacerbated by waning

support for affirmative action and other efforts to narrow
racial and gender gaps.48 When less advantaged Americans
experience stagnating economic fortunes and continuing
disparities in political voice, the promise of greater equality
for minorities is compromised.

Renewing American Democracy and
the Tradition of Political Science
Our work as a task force continues a long and distinguished
tradition in political science of combining rigorous scholarship with a commitment toward safeguarding and invigorating democratic life. For more than a century, prominent
scholars of political science as well as the profession’s organized entity, the American Political Science Association, have
repeatedly returned to the unique position of political science as the scholarly discipline most closely engaged with
studying actual politics and government policy. Political
science scholarship offers a credible check on the claims of
ideologues, vested interests, and commentators. The independence from the powerful that can be afforded by universities and research organizations gives our scholarly
communities unique credibility and a vantage point to analyze political power and its exercise. Writing in the cauldron
of the Cold War and McCarthyism during the early 1950s,
David Easton observed:
Entrenched power groups in society, those who have a firm hold
on a particular pattern of distribution of social goods, material and
spiritual, have a special reason to look askance at . . . probing into
the nature and source of their social positions and activities. History has yet to show us empowered groups who welcomed investigation into the roots and distribution of their strength. Such
knowledge is at least discomforting, if not inherently dangerous;
the underlying myth concerning the location of power is seldom
borne out by the facts.49

The first generation of political scientists rejected what
Arthur Bentley described as the “soul stuff” in favor of accurately analyzing—in the face of entrenched machine politics and patronage—the true dynamics of democratic
participation, the economic and social constraints on political life, and the operations of government.50 Woodrow
Wilson, who served as president of the American Political
Science Association before being elected president of the
United States in 1912, conducted a searching analysis of
the failure of congressional and constitutional processes to
respond to the challenges imposed by the industrial revolution in ways that restored government responsiveness and
forestalled an erosion of citizen trust in democratic government.51 A little later, Pendleton Herring, president of the
association and a prominent foundation leader in funding
social science research, produced a series of seminal scholarly books from the late 1920s into the 1940s that pinpointed the flaws in American democracy and helped to
refocus attention from corruption in political parties to analysis of the invaluable contributions they can make to the
functioning of a democratic system.52 In profiling the func-

tional services of parties to democracy against the backdrop
of persistent criticism, Herring helped to build a tradition
of research that later positioned E. E. Schattschneider and
his legendary 1950 APSA task force to hold up political
parties, warts and all, as the democratic antidote to the
programmatic biases of an interest group system that favored
the already advantaged.53
The engagement of political science with improving
American democracy through scholarship was an important motivation behind the professional shift toward emulating the physical sciences by using quantitative methods
to study political behavior. V. O. Key, a pioneer of behavioralism, conducted a series of path-breaking studies of
political parties, voting, and public opinion out of a deep
concern that economic and racial biases in American democracy were hobbling its potential and legitimacy.54 David
Easton, who introduced the concept of the “political system” and was closely associated with the rise of positivism
in the discipline, was similarly motivated by a commitment to promote open democratic self-governance and
popular sovereignty.55 He warned that “the real problem
confronting liberal democracy in the West is how to transfer a large share of political control to the people” and to
counteract the “vast accumulation of wealth and economic
power.” Like many political scientists before him and after,
Easton implored our profession to take seriously its scholarly responsibility to “penetrate to the hard core of political power in society,” expose the “tendency in mass societies
for power to concentrate in the hands of a minority,” and
“penetrate the veil of the pure abstraction, self-government,
to [reveal] . . . the conditions under which and the extent
to which [self-government] could be realized.” 56 Easton,
who recognized (but thought manageable) the risk of professional communities compromising rigorous scholarship
in the pursuit of democratic commitments, was primarily
concerned with professional complacency, namely, that political science would accept “the fundamental patterns of
influence as a given and [would be content] . . . to trace
the way in which the political process functions within
this pattern.” 57
We share the conviction of our predecessors that rigorous scholarly research is a tool for supporting and invigorating democratic participation and governance, especially
in an era of polarization among American political elites
and party activists. We need more research, and we need
new avenues of research on American democracy.
Three clusters of research questions deserve particular
attention in a new generation of critical studies of democratic politics and policy. First, we need to know more about
the interactions of economic and social conditions with
American politics. Research on political participation has
been a welcome area of persistent research on enduring
levels of income stratification. Yet, we know little about the
connections between changing economic inequality and
changes in political behavior, governing institutions, and
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public policy. As noted above, there is little evidence of a
direct effect of rising economic inequality on widening political disparities, but we need to confirm or challenge this
impression with more analysis of the complex political associations with rising inequality.
Any serious effort to evaluate inequality and American
politics requires sustained professional commitment to collecting data on the living conditions, attitudes, and political behavior and experiences of minorities, women, and less
affluent Americans. The best studies of stratification often
must rely on surveys that are dated; in considering the economic inequality of African Americans, we had to rely on
analysis of a survey that is nearly two decades old. Many
areas of research related to political voice, governance, and
policy lack critically important data.
Second, the fragmentation of political science scholarship
into fields, subfields, and still more subdivisions—often pursuing separate empirical and theoretical agendas—has atrophied research on the linkages among the components of
American politics and the cumulative effects of the dynamic
and reciprocal connections among these components. The
result is a small inventory of research on the two-way flows
between economic and social inequalities, governance, and
policy. Put simply, we know a lot about discrete fragments of
American politics, but astonishingly little about the interrelationships of these elements and their cumulative effects
on American democracy.
There have been notable successes in studying cross-field
interrelationships. An important body of our work focused
on contemporary research on “policy feedbacks”—that is,
research tracing the ways in which public policies affect
subsequent patterns of political participation and government activity.58 There are also innovative studies of the
dynamic interconnections of policy making, public opinion, and stratified power and influence that raise fundamental questions about democratic openness.59
We need to expand these promising areas of research.
One strategy for making progress is to encourage cross-field
collaboration among scholars with different areas of expertise. This strategy might be encouraged by recalibrating our
criteria for reviewing manuscripts and colleagues to give
positive weight to scholarly contributions that cross disciplines and political science subfields.
Third, there is a vital need for continued research on
whether and to what extent growing economic inequality
and its interactions with political developments may put at
risk our system of democratic participation and governance. Our predecessors urged our profession never to
become complacent in expecting the stability and continuation of our democratic form of participation and governance in the face of continuous and at times radical economic
and social changes.
The Declaration of Independence promised that all American citizens would enjoy equal political rights. Nearly every
662 Perspectives on Politics

generation has returned to this promise and struggled to
elevate the performance of American democracy to its high
ideals. The promise of American democracy is threatened
again. The threat is less overt than the barriers of law or
social custom conquered by earlier generations. Today,
the risk is that rising economic inequality will solidify
longstanding disparities in political voice and influence,
and perhaps exacerbate such disparities. Our government
is becoming less democratic, responsive mainly to the
privileged and not a powerful instrument to correct disadvantages and look out for the majority. If disparities of
participation and influence become further entrenched—
and if average citizens give up on democratic government—
unequal citizenship could take on a life of its own, weakening
American democracy for a long time to come.
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